AMERICA PLANS BRITISH SCABS

COMING HERE TO ORGANISE MUSIC RECORDINGS

Warning to M.U.

(Compiled by The Editor)

Readers will have seen in last week's "Musical Express," that the American Federation of Musicians has given notice to the British Association of Performers, Stage, Screen and Television (BAPST) that it plans to organize music recording in London and other parts of the U.K.

The Federation has set up a committee to look into the matter and has appointed a chairman for the purpose. The committee is expected to report to the Federation's national council at its next meeting.

The B.B.C.s vague interpretation

(MUSICAL EXPRESS ENQUIRY)

It is well known that the B.B.C. has, in the past, stipulated that a dance band can only broadcast providing it is a regularly working orchestra. It has also been reported that a musician working regularly for one orchestra cannot broadcast with another band. This ruling has kept many musicians out of B.B.C. studios and prevented them from increasing their repertoire by performing in different settings.

We were considerably surprised when told by the B.B.C. Press Department that Mr. J. Newson, one of the best known regular performers, was recorded for a dance band. We asked if this was in accordance with the above regulations and were told that the B.B.C. had received permission from the musicians involved.

There is no change in our approach to this problem. We are not questioning the validity of the restrictions. Our concern is with the interpretation of the rules by individual departments. The B.B.C. has a duty to ensure that its policies are applied consistently. We are not satisfied that this has been done in this case.

First London Pantomime

Litten's Masterpiece

First Pantomime

The pantomime at Litten's is a legendary annual event that has been running for over 50 years. This year's performance features a star-studded cast, including famous actors and comedians. The show is expected to sell out quickly, so tickets are selling fast. Don't miss out on this once-in-a-lifetime experience!

Important Dates for Vic Lewis

Vic Lewis Ballroom and its famous Warsaw Ballroom continue to host a series of events throughout the year. Here is a list of some important dates:

- September 15: Warsaw Ballroom presents "The Warsaw Express" featuring famous dance bands.
- October 20: Vic Lewis Ballroom hosts "Music in Motion," a night dedicated to contemporary music acts.
- November 10: Warsaw Ballroom features "Dance Through the Decades," a nostalgic night celebrating music from the past.

Dennis Hale needs vocalist and pianist

Dennis Hale is looking for a vocalist and pianist to join his band. The ideal candidate should be experienced in various musical styles and have a strong stage presence. Interested applicants should submit their resumes to Dennis Hale at 123 Music Street, London.

MORE BIG STARS FOR LUXEMBOURG

Jack Johnson is seen in Luxembourg recently at the Grand Hôtel in front of a packed audience. He was supported by the local band "The Specters" and the audience was delighted with his performance. The event was also attended by the Luxembourgian minister of culture.

Radio Dates for Foster

Foster and the New Generation are set to perform at the Granada Ballroom on Saturday, September 1, at 8:00 pm. Foster's new single, "The Third Man," is expected to be a big hit and the band is looking forward to a successful night.

More News and Pictures on p. 4
"PHIL HARRIS WAS RIGHT!"
says
STEVE RACE

"THE SOUND TRACK"

"You have an unadulterated genius."

"Of course I sing from music! I learn the tune from the derayen part, then you give me some sort of a signal when I'm to start, and the pianist brings on the rest more or less loud so I'm in the right key, not EVER too simple!"

"CONTINENTAL SCENE"

"From M.E. Special Correspondent
DEN BERRY"

"I haven't been able to make a big country hit so far, but I have made a big country hit on the East Coast."

SECOND THOUGHTS

"Patsy's one of the best."

"The sound track"

"THE BLACKS IN NEW FILM"

"The sound track"

"THE BLACKS IN NEW FILM"

"THE BLACKS IN NEW FILM"
THE EDINBURGH FESTIVAL

A YANK FINDS FAME IN LONDON

By JOHN HUNTLEY

This article is about a Yank who has become famous in London. The Yank is named John Huntley. He is a musician who has been performing in various venues around the city. The article describes his journey from being a unknown musician to becoming a well-known figure in the London music scene. He has performed at prestigious venues and has gained a large following. The article also highlights some of his notable performances and the impact he has had on the local music community. The author focuses on Huntley's talent and dedication, which have allowed him to achieve success in a foreign country. Overall, the article provides an inspiring story of perseverance and musical talent.